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Introduction

• Not dealing in this topic with low value goods
• Are there challenges and what are they?
• Where are the possible pitfalls?
• How do we fit in?
• What will happen next?



The Promises of  a Glorious Future

• Second Reading Speech of Tax and Superannuation 
Laws Amendment (2016 Measures No. 1) Bill 2016

– 10th Feb 2016
• Action 1 of the OECD Base Erosion and Profit Shifting 

Action Plan dealing with the tax challenges of the digital 
economy, including the difficulties of collecting value-
added taxes on cross-border sales in the digital 
economy.

• Applies OECD destination principle
– consumption taxed in the destination country



The Promises of  a Glorious Future
• We are not alone

• Norway did it first
• EU implemented this model
• Japan and New Zealand, have similar rules
• Russia and Israel too and so on….

• But we were in the vanguard



The Promises of  a Glorious Future
• It was claimed it would make a motsa

• “It is estimated to have a gain to GST 
revenue of $350 million over the forward 
estimates”

• It was sold on a fairness platform 

• “This measure will restore tax neutrality 
and level the playing field for domestic 
Australian businesses”



The condition of the playing field

• Level of consumption of digital products from Australian 
sites unclear to me
• Playing field argument may/not be defensible

• Easier to sustain the argument by reference to “goods” 
purchased from an internet site and imported into 
Australia

• The AUD/USD exchange rate as catalyst



The USD/AUSD exchange rate



We all understand the problem
• Supplies connected with the ITZ in different ways depending on the 

nature of the supply
• “connected with” the ITZ was covered in s 9-25 of the GST Act 
“9-25(3)  A supply of goods that involves the goods being brought to 

the indirect tax zone is connected with the indirect tax zone if the 
supplier either:

(a)  imports the goods into the indirect tax zone; or

(b) installs or assembles the goods in the indirect tax 
zone.”

• “Goods” thus not a problem
• Real property even easier



The intangibles problem as it was
(5) A supply of anything other than goods or * real property is 

connected with the indirect tax zone if: 
(a) the thing is done in the indirect tax zone; or 
(b) the supplier makes the supply through an * enterprise 

that the supplier * carries on in the indirect tax zone; or 
(c) all of the following apply: 

(i) neither paragraph (a) nor (b) applies in respect of 
the thing; 

(ii) the thing is a right or option to acquire another 
thing; 

(iii) the supply of the other thing would be connected 
with the indirect tax zone 



The intangibles problem as it was
• Consider a download from an internet site overseas

(a) is not “done” in the indirect tax zone 
(b) the supplier does not make the supply through an 

enterprise the supplier carries on in the indirect tax 
zone 

(c) usually none of the following apply: 
(i) neither paragraph (a) nor (b) applies in respect of 

the thing 
(ii) the thing is a right or option to acquire another 

thing; 
(iii) the supply of the other thing would be connected 

with the indirect tax zone 
• Thus there is a gap – typical of 20th Century law?



The changes
• The change is to create a connection to the ITZ when there is a 

supply of an “inbound consumer intangible supply”

• That is made to an “Australian consumer”

• Complexities associated with supplies through “electronic digital 
platforms” removed by treating the EDP as the supplier of an 
“inbound consumer intangible supply”



The global context

• International Guidelines on VAT (OECD 2017)
• Some research Stiglingh and I did 2016/17:

• Canada not moving much from old rules and reverse charging
• NZ right up there with us like Richie McCaw at our elbow
• South Africa an initial schedular (thus flawed) approach but a move to 

a broad definition and wef 1/4/19
• Australia somewhat differentiated by broad inclusions and careful 

carve-outs via neat but complex definitions 



The global context
• Discernible trends in 

• Application of destination principle based on residence of the 
consumer

• Sometimes ignoring their location of consumption

• Matching registration turnover threshold to the domestic ones
• Makes for some variations

• Capturing supplies through “intermediaries”, “electronic market 
places”,  “electronic digital platforms” 



The EDP breakthrough

• The EDP breakthrough means:
• Variety of forms of intermediary whether agent; 

facilitator; contractor; or…..?
• irrelevant

• Systems maybe handling the compliance 
burden
• Customs under less pressure

• But the real breakthrough…..



The EDP breakthrough 

• The real breakthrough is the sharing economy 
can now be captured through the platforms used

• Do we take this step and how lightly?
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